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Abstract

The single-sided resistance spot welding process is analyzed by a 3D numerical study of sheet-to-tube joining. Finite element simulations are carried out in SORPAS® 3D. Two levels of electrode force and five levels of welding current are simulated. The overall effects of changing current and force are discussed and special focus is put on the sensitivity to the electrode force and the potential of melt penetration to the inside of the tube. The electrode force is critical because the level is a compromise between sufficient contact area on one side and indentation and local deformation of the tube on the other side. The potential of melt penetration through the thickness of the tube during the hold time is a result of heat conduction in the tube material and lack of an electrode on the inside of the tube, which results in poor cooling of the inner tube surface.

1. INTRODUCTION

With intensive focus on weight and cost reductions in automobile manufacturing, it is becoming common to utilize hydroformed tubes as structural parts of the body-in-white as presented by Shah and Bruggemann [1]. The closed tubular shape provides sufficient stiffness with relative low weight compared to conventional stamped parts and is therefore attractive in vehicle design. The utilization of closed tubular parts, however, presents new challenges to the assembling procedures as e.g. discussed by Poss et al. [2] and Cho et al. [3]. The resistance spot welding process is the preferred joining technique in automotive assembly lines due to production cost and efficiency, versatility and robustness. The typical application of an electrode from each side of the weld is not feasible when spot welding sheet materials to closed tubular components. Single-sided spot welding is therefore utilized in order to facilitate welding of weld flanges or panels to the tubular structures.

In single-sided spot welding, a primary electrode is applied from the sheet side to impose the weld force and supply the weld current while a secondary electrode is introduced at another available location of the tube structure to supply electrical connection. This implies current flowing from the weld region to the secondary electrode with moderate heat generation as a result. Different locations may be utilized for the secondary electrode. In some cases it may be convenient to place it from the opposing side of the tube, while in other cases it may be more convenient to place it on the same side of the tube as the primary electrode.

The single-sided spot welding process is preferred prior to alternative welding techniques as presented by Cho et al. [3]. Arc welding is inducing larger thermal distortion and presenting quality control issues, and laser welding is expensive. Both alternative welding procedures may face problems in case of a gap between the sheet and tube because there is no applied force to bring the parts in proper contact.
A number of contributions [2-8] present experimental analysis of single-sided spot welding of sheet to tube combinations with squared or cylindrical cross-sections of the tube. The work by Rudolf [4] is accentuated as a thorough investigation of different weld parameters, welding positions, sheet and tube thickness ratios, and electrode shapes for squared and cylindrical cross-sectioned tubes with analysis of heat generation, contact development and deformation. Common for the experimental investigations by different authors is the narrow weldability lobes reported. The electrode force is critical in obtaining a proper weld. If the force is too low, splash is likely to occur between the sheet and the electrode, while if it is too large, the indentation is easily too big because of the absence of support on the inside of the tube. The local and global deformation is therefore largely depending on the stiffness of the tube as well as the degree of softening due to elevated temperatures. Large indentation can lead to torus shaped weld nuggets and cracks on the inside of the tube or in the sheet.

Numerical simulations based on finite element modeling are suited for assisting experimental investigations for further understanding and improvement of the process. Rudolf [4] presented numerical simulations performed in SORPAS®, which is dedicated to simulation and optimization of resistance welding (see e.g. [9]). At that time, SORPAS® was only available in 2D in terms of axisymmetric or block modeling. The work by Rudolf [4] concluded that the block model was not applicable for this geometry, while the axisymmetric model was able to provide useful information about the process. This is despite the fact that a sphere is actually simulated when modeling a cylindrical tube axisymmetric. Liang et al. [6,10] based their numerical analysis on ANSYS, but also with simplification to axisymmetric modeling.

With increasing insight into the process, the details that are sought for further understanding can only be simulated by 3D models that include the real geometry, facilitating the simulation of contact development, current density and heat development in three dimensions. This includes the asymmetries typically presented by the position of the secondary electrode resulting in asymmetric current flow, heat generation and softening.

Recent developments [11] have lead to the new finite element computer program SORPAS® 3D, which is specialized for simulation of resistance welding in three dimensions. This paper presents simulations from SORPAS® 3D of the single-sided spot welding process applied to sheet-to-tube joining together with an experimental setup from industry to enrich the presentation. The process is revisited by simulated effects that are only available by 3D simulations.

Analysis of the sheet-to-tube spot welding is an example of the applicability of SORPAS® 3D, while the availability leaves many other resistance welding cases to be further studied. Electrode misalignment, shunt effects and welding near edges are examples of spot welding including 3D effects. Projection welding is by nature relevant for 3D analysis due to the various geometries; square-nuts, hexagon-nuts and wires are typical examples among many possible geometries.

2. NUMERICAL MODELING

Numerical simulations are performed in the new computer program SORPAS® 3D, which is developed within the SORPAS® framework with the 3D thermo-mechanical engine shared with I-Form3 (see e.g. [12]), which is a thermo-mechanical forming program. SORPAS® 3D is currently in the stage of a beta-version as a complete standalone program including graphical interface, meshing facilities with hexahedral elements [11,13] and parallel computing [11,14] besides the core finite element module.
2.1. Coupled electro-thermo-mechanical finite element formulation

The core module consists of a coupled electro-thermo-mechanical finite element program. The mechanical model is responsible for deformation and stress distribution, while the electrical model is responsible for the distribution of the current density giving rise to heat generation by Joule heating. The temperature distribution and changes in material properties due to temperature are solved in the thermal model.

The mechanical model is based on the irreducible flow formulation, which in weak form suited for finite element implementation can be stated as follows,

\[ \delta \Pi = \int_V \bar{\sigma} \delta \bar{e} \, dV + K \int_S \dot{\varepsilon}_p \delta \varepsilon_v \, dS - \int_S t_i \delta u_i \, dS + \sum_{c=1}^N P_{g_c} \delta g_{c} \]

where \( \delta \) indicates an arbitrary admissible variation in the velocity field, \( \Pi \) is the energy rate of the system, \( V \) is the domain volume with surface \( S \), \( \bar{\sigma} \) is the effective stress and \( \dot{\varepsilon} \) is the equivalent strain rate. The second term is to obey volume constancy in the plasticity formulation by penalizing the volumetric strain rate \( \dot{\varepsilon}_p \) by a large positive constant \( K \). The third term is eventual surface tractions \( t_i \) on surface with velocity \( u_i \). Finally, the fourth term is for obeying mechanical contact between objects (workpieces, electrodes etc.) by penalizing normal velocity difference \( g_{c} \) in contact pair \( c \) (if otherwise resulting in penetration) by a large positive constant \( P \). A contact pair consists of a node from one side of the contact and an element face of the other side (see details of the contact implementation elsewhere [11,15]).

The thermal model responsible for the temperature field \( T \) is governed by

\[ k \frac{T_{,\mu}}{\mu} + \dot{q} = \rho c \dot{T} \]

with thermal conductivity \( k \), mass density \( \rho \) and heat capacity \( c \). The heat generation is included by \( \dot{q} \), which is the link to the electrical model generating heat according to Joule heating based on the electrical resistance and the current density (squared). The current density field is available from the gradient of the potential \( \Phi \) governed in the electrical model by

\[ \Phi_{,\mu} = 0 \]

which in its form is identical to the stationary part of (2) because the transient part of the electrical field can be ignored compared to the transient response of the temperature field.

Contact resistance, being critical for the modeling of resistance welding, is evaluated based on the strength of the materials at the given temperature, the contact pressure and the electrical properties including restriction of the current and surface contamination in form of oxides, oils, films etc. [16-17].

2.2. Elastic effects

The irreducible flow formulation is a rigid-plastic formulation suited for large plastic deformations. In its original form, regions with less deformation (effective strain rate below a certain cutoff) are treated as rigid regions. In many resistance welding simulations, this
assumption is sufficient because only the local region around the weld is simulated. However, in the present study of sheet-to-tube spot welding, the global deformation of the tube is of importance for the local contact formation, and a larger amount of the real setup is therefore modeled. This implies that elastic effects are relevant for the present study because the global deformation of the tube is elastic.

Elastic effects are incorporated into the flow formulation based on the ideas presented by Mori et al. [18] and with details of the SORPAS® 3D implementation in [11]. In practical terms all elements are initialized as elastic elements following the constitutive law of elasticity until yielding. In the vicinity of the yield stress, the elements are changed into elasto-plastic elements and finally turned into rigid-plastic elements following equation (1) at stresses above the yield stress. A region around the weld zone will establish with rigid-plastic elements, the elements of the majority of the tube will be elastic, and the two regions are connected by elasto-plastic elements.

2.3. Material properties

SORPAS® 3D shares the material database with the 2D version, SORPAS®, already including all relevant material properties for the majority of typical steels and other metals welded by resistance welding.

3. WELD SETUP

An example of an experimental weld setup for the single-sided sheet-to-tube welding is provided in Figure 1. The tube is resting in a V-support while the sheet in positioned and welded from the top by applied force and current through the primary electrode. A flexible secondary electrode consisting of copper blades can be positioned arbitrarily on the tube with good electrical connection ensured by the mechanical flexibility.

![Figure 1: Experimental setup in laboratory of Dortmund FuE-A Pressfügen/Kleben, ThyssenKrupp for single-sided spot welding of sheet to tube consisting of (a) tube, (b) sheet, (c) primary electrode and (d) secondary electrode.](image-url)
The primary electrode is controlled by a servo gun as suggested by Sun and Wang [19] that can supply a varying electrode force during the welding schedule. It is thereby possible to apply a larger electrode force in the early stage to ensure a mature contact condition between the sheet and the tube and to apply a lower electrode force in the later stage to avoid severe indentation due to softening of the sheet and tube without support on the inside.

Figure 2 shows an example of a spot weld obtained in the experimental setup. The cross-section in Figure 2a shows the indentation of the primary electrode into the sheet and corresponding local deflection of the tube. Figure 2b shows plug failure when tearing the sheet apart from the tube, which indicates a sound developed weld nugget.

![Figure 2: Example of obtained weld by (a) cross-section of sheet (upper) and tube (lower) and (b) resulting plug failure upon separation.](image)

4. SIMULATION SETUP

An example of single-sided sheet-to-tube spot welding is analyzed by numerical simulations. The example consists of a DP600 steel tube of inner diameter 52\text{mm} and outer diameter 55\text{mm}, such that the wall thickness is 1.5\text{mm}. The sheet is 1\text{mm} thick and made of DX54 steel. The primary electrode is modeled as Ø16\text{mm} F1-type with tip diameter Ø5.5\text{mm} and the secondary electrode is modeled as being placed 40\text{mm} apart from the primary electrode center axis.

A section of the tube is cut out for analysis as shown in Figure 3a, where potential symmetry planes are also identified. The zx-plane is a pure symmetry plane, which is only violated if imperfections or misalignment is present. The yz-plane is more questionable because there is only a secondary electrode on one side (cf. Figure 1). If the asymmetries presented by this are of interest, the yz-plane cannot be utilized as a symmetry plane. However, in the present analysis, this effect is ignored and the focus is put on the contact development and heat development arising from the original line contact between the sheet and tube. Hence, the yz-plane is also utilized as a symmetry plane, and a finite element mesh as shown in Figure 3b is established when utilizing both symmetry planes. A third plane could be utilized as a symmetry plane; namely the plane parallel with the sheet cutting the tube into half. Experience from the simulations showed that the deformation field violated this symmetry condition due to local deformation propagating through the tube.

Figure 3b shows three tools supplying boundary conditions besides the two aforementioned symmetry planes. The top and bottom tools act as the connection to the machine from the electrode and the support on the underside of the tube. The third tool is specially developed for simulation of the secondary tool in an efficient and simple way. It is
specified as an electrical connection without mechanical influence to the simulation. This will simulate the good contact conditions resulting from the secondary electrode consisting of thin copper blades (see Figure 1). The deflection of the tube that can be caused by the secondary electrode is minimal and ignored by this tool.

The magnification in Figure 3b shows thin layers of elements on each side of the sheet to simulate the interfaces between the objects, especially the electrical contact resistance.

The individual meshes of the objects are shown in Figure 4 to present the details of the mesh allowing a reasonable discretization without a huge number of elements. The tube mesh is shown in Figure 4a with magnification of the mesh around the spot weld. The mesh is refined in this zone to be able to simulate the necessary gradients. Besides mesh refinement, the elements are aligned strategically such that they follow the overall shape of the weld zone and in particular the contact zone defined by the circular electrode tip. The circular alignment ensures smooth representation of the field variables, which would otherwise require many more elements.

The sheet mesh in Figure 4b follows the same strategy as the tube mesh. The electrode mesh is included in Figure 4c, where mesh refinement is also utilized. The two interfaces shown in the magnification in Figure 3b are not meshed independently, because they are automatically added in SORPAS® 3D after identification of relevant surfaces and specification of the layer thickness.

The welding process is analyzed for ten different weld settings, spanned by two force levels and five current levels while the process time is kept constant. The force and current profiles are illustrated in Figure 5. The force is raised to 1.5kN or 1.8kN before the current is applied. The current is applied with an up-slope of 60ms to a level of 4, 5, 6, 7 or 8kA and then kept constant for additionally 140ms. The force is constant during the up-slope current and then decreased during 30ms to either 1.2kN or 1.5kN. The force is hereafter constant until the end of the hold time.

The electrode force of the primary electrode is assumed to be controlled by a servo gun such that the two levels can be used during one weld as suggested by Sun and Wang [19], and a DC current profile is assumed with the possibility of using an up-slope. The higher level of the force in the early stage of welding is, together with the up-slope of the current, prescribed in order to ensure a mature contact area before reaching the full current level. The applied

Figure 3: Numerical model in terms of (a) identification of potential symmetry planes and (b) finite element mesh.
force is then lowered in the later stage of welding in order to decrease the indentation and local deformation due to softening an lack of support on the inside of the tube.

Figure 4: Object mesh of (a) tube, (b) sheet and (c) primary electrode.

Figure 5: Two selected electrode force levels and five selected current levels. All ten combinations are simulated.
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Simulations with the ten different weld settings are presented in Figure 6 by the process peak temperature in the end of the weld time, i.e. at process time 260ms in Figure 5, where the current is switched off. Each subfigure in Figure 6 shows the resulting peak temperature field in a view similar to that utilized in Figure 3b, and they are organized such that the left column contains the welds performed at the low force level (see Figure 5) and the right column contains the welds performed at the high force level. Each row corresponds to one level of the current as specified in the left side of the figure.

At both force levels it is clear that the weld nugget increase in size with increasing current and eventually penetrates through the tube to melt through. At the low force level, this happens already between 6kA and 7kA, while at increased force level it is postponed to between 7kA and 8kA. As it will be discussed ahead, it is also necessary to examine the subsequent cooling time for the evaluation of melting through to the inside of the tube because lack of an electrode on the inside of the tube results in poor cooling on the inner tube surface.

Figure 6 shows that the weld nuggets resulting from a higher force level are smaller than the similar welds resulting from lower force level, which is to be expected due to larger and better contact obtained at the higher electrode force. Larger indentation and local deformation can be expected as a consequence of the high force, but this is partly compensated by less softening due to smaller heat generation. Increased indentation and local deformation is therefore not considered to be a problem when going from the low to the high force level in Figure 5. However, this conclusion is closely related to a moderate increase in the force (20% in the early stage and 25% in the later stage).

From Figure 6 it appears that the higher force level in the present study results in better weld quality than the lower force level because of the increased contact area. Figure 7 exemplifies this for the cases with 6kA weld current, which seems to present mature weld nuggets. Because the contact area in the early stages is smaller with the low electrode force (Figure 7a), the heat generation is more intense and the nugget height and risk of penetration through the tube are larger than with the high electrode force level (Figure 7b). The smaller contact area in the later stages combined with the larger weld nugget result in increased risk of splash between the sheet and the tube near the gap resulting from the curvature of the tube. The solid load bearing area that encloses the liquid in order to avoid splash is marked in both of the cases in Figure 7. The comparison reveals that at low force (Figure 7a), the nugget is larger while the contact area is smaller, and therefore this weld setting has higher risk of splash.

Spot welding the sheet to the tube by the high electrode force setting with a current level of 6kA seems from Figure 6f and Figure 7b to result in a well-shaped nugget of a proper size while sufficient contact area is formed to avoid splash. It is nevertheless necessary to consider the cooling of the spot weld as unveiled above. The hold time ensures that a spot weld solidifies and get enough strength before the electrode force is released and the electrode moved. The electrodes absorb the majority of the heat and lead it away due to high thermal conductivity. However, in the single-sided spot welding there is no electrode on the inside of the tube and hence poor cooling on this side. The resulting cooling process during the hold time is depicted in Figure 8 for the case with 6kA weld current and high electrode force. The sequence of depicted temperature fields starts from the end of the weld time and goes into the hold time in steps of 30ms.
Figure 6: Process peak temperatures in the end of the weld time for different weld settings. The force and current profiles follow Figure 5. Force levels are indicated above the columns and current levels are indicated in the left side.
The sequence of temperature fields shows that the overall temperature naturally decreases, but it also shows that the temperature initially penetrates through the tube thickness as a result of heat conduction in the tube and poor cooling on the inner surface. The third temperature field, corresponding to 60ms into the hold time, shows the penetration through the tube thickness to the inner surface. The two last temperature fields, corresponding to 180ms and 210ms into the hold time, are after complete solidification of the weld nugget. The solidification at the original interface position of the two materials take place in between the fourth and the fifth depicted time instants, i.e. between 120ms and 150ms into the hold time.

Figure 7: Comparison of cross-sections (corresponding to the yz-plane in Figure 3a) with process peak temperatures shown for the cases with 6kA current level and (a) low force level and (b) high force level.

Figure 8: Temperature during the hold time for the case with 6kA and high force. The upper left subfigure corresponds to the end of the weld time. Following the arrows, each subfigure corresponds to additional 30ms into the hold time.
6. CONCLUSIONS

A 3D numerical study has been presented for an industrial resistance welding case in form of single-sided spot welding of a sheet to a tube, which is common when hydroformed tubular parts are included as structural parts in automotives to save weight. A number of weld settings are simulated to show the influence of changing parameters. Two levels of electrode force and five current levels are simulated with constant process time.

Besides selection of current level for the heat generation, it is shown and discussed how the electrode force influences the weld quality. A sufficient force is required for establishing an initial contact area large enough to stand the applied welding current, but on the other hand a too large force would result in excessive indentation and local deformation in the tube. A certain amount of indentation is though needed because this is allowing the sheet and tube in the later weld stage to be in contact over an area large enough contain the weld nugget and avoid splash.

The numerical study was also used to highlight the importance of the cooling during the hold time. Since there is no electrode on the inside of the tube, the weld nugget has potential of penetrating through the tube thickness to the inside surface. This is accommodated by heat conduction in the tube material while the lack of an inner electrode presents poor cooling on this side.

The present study, which is the only 3D numerical study of the single-sided sheet-to-tube welding that the authors are aware of, is providing simulations of the real process by taking into account the actual contact area formed between the sheet and the tube. The sheet is initially contacting the tube along a line, and the deformation caused by the electrode force develops the contact area dynamically in three dimensions during the welding process.

Besides future comparisons with corresponding experiments with specific welding parameters, it is of interest to simulate the effect of the position of the secondary electrode. The secondary electrode presents asymmetry which was neglected in the present study, but a future study could involve these effects.

The existence of the new computer program, SORPAS® 3D, provides the ability of simulating a variety of resistance welding cases that is not properly simulated by 2D analysis. As already mentioned in the end of the introduction, this includes electrode misalignment, shunt effects and welding near edges as regards spot welding, while projection welding in many cases is relevant for 3D analysis because the geometries cannot be simplified to 2D. Among geometries that are naturally simulated in 3D are square-nuts, hexagon-nuts, wires, longitudinal embossments and components with multiple projections.
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